BUILDING GREAT NEIGHBOURHOODS
Starting in 2020, your neighbourhood will see the replacement of
its aging collector and local roadway surfaces, street lights, and
sidewalks as part of the City of Edmonton’s Neighbourhood Renewal
program for mature neighbourhoods. The City of Edmonton Building
Great Neighbourhoods team will explore the redevelopment of
City-owned areas within the community, including green spaces
and parks. We will look for opportunities and funding to make
desired upgrades and enhancements in coordination with the
Neighbourhood Renewal program.

Exploring
Opportunities

Building a Project
Vision Together

Starting the
Conversation

Exploring Options
and Tradeoﬀs

E

Creating a Design
for Your Neighbourhood

Get involved!

Community Feedback
on Draft Design

E

Updating
Design
Using Input

This is your city and your neighbourhood. We want to understand how
you experience your neighbourhood and ask for your input on what we
might do to make it better.
We will engage and work with you on the renewal of roads, sidewalks,
streetlights, and park spaces, and promote other community
opportunities to enhance how people live and interact in your
neighbourhood.
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Street Light
Expression
of Interest

YOU ARE

HERE

Community Feedback
on Final Design

Cost Sharing
Opportunities

Completing
Construction
Drawings
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Preparing for
Construction

We commit to being open and transparent about how your input is
used. Let’s make the most out of your neighbourhood.
Construction on
Your Streets

Celebrate
with Us
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REFINED DESIGNS PUBLIC EVENT

n

Welcome to the Reﬁned Designs Public Event

How to participate

As a follow-up to the Draft Concept Designs event held in May 2019,
we would like to share our reﬁned designs with you for improvements
in your neighbourhood for your feedback.

The following panels include the reﬁned designs, as well as a summary
for each including:

These designs include:

• what we are considering for improvements

• Improved residential streets with measures to slow traﬃc

• what we want you to think about when leaving feedback

• Enhancements to green spaces and parks

Please review the “Vision and Guiding Principles” handout you
received and answer questions by placing sticky notes and dots
directly on the panels.

• Improved connections for people who walk and bike
Your feedback will be used to ADVISE on the reﬁned designs and
conﬁrm that they align with the vision and guiding principles to
determine if anything needs to be adjusted or improved.
We will also be sharing information on the local improvement process
for decorative street lights and sidewalk reconstruction.

• what we heard at past events

E
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Decision-making process
It is important to note, that your feedback will be one of the considerations
when ﬁnalizing the designs. We will also look at City policies and programs,
technical requirements, and funding to determine which designs will be built.
PROJECT VISION
REFINED
DESIGNS
FOR
RENEWAL
E

PUBLIC
INPUT

TECHNICAL
REQUIREMENTS
E

CITY POLICIES
AND PROGRAMS

VISION AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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Vision

Lorelei and Beaumaris are family-friendly neighbourhoods that welcome people of
all ages and backgrounds. We are a safe and walkable community that is connected to
key destinations like parks, schools and commercial areas. We are an active and vibrant
community that enjoys nature and getting together with our neighbours.
Guiding Principles
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Celebrating nature and preserving trees and
open spaces

Feeling safe and having well-lit spaces

Making the roads safer for all users (people
who walk, bike, drive)
E

E

Improving connectivity by having viable
options to walk, bike and drive within and
surrounding the neighbourhood

Creating places for the community to come
together and gather

Creating easy access to neighbourhood
destinations such as commercial areas,
schools, parks and Beaumaris Lake

SIDEWALK IMPROVEMENTS - LORELEI
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New sidewalk and parking restrictions*

P

New sidewalk and boulevard and parking restrictions*

*Parking would need to be banned along the side of the street where new sidewalks are
provided. Two-way traffic and one parking lane would be maintained on these streets.

SIDEWALK IMPROVEMENTS - LORELEI
We need more feedback...
We heard that you...
The design includes...
• like that the improvements • the addition of new sidewalks
will enhance connections
• potential parking restrictions on one
and make it easier for
side of the road
people to get around the
• two-way traﬃc and one parking lane
neighbourhood
will be maintained on these streets
• have concerns about the
Key changes from the previous concept:
the need for additional
• removed additional sidewalks from
sidewalks in cul-de-sacs
cul-de-sacs

What do we want you to think about?
• how people of all ages and abilities will use the
space year round today and in the future
• how people will be getting to key destinations
in the neighbourhood
• the relationship with nearby properties and the
street
• some trees and landscaping may need to be
removed in order to make room for sidewalks
• existing parking usage and patterns
• new sidewalks will need to be maintained
(cleared of snow and ice) by nearby property
owners as per the current Snow and Ice Policy

Improving connectivity by
having viable options to walk,
bike and drive within and
surrounding the neighbourhood.

Does the concept reﬂect the vision and guiding principles?

Why do you like or dislike it?

Is there anything missing?

Creating easy access to
neighbourhood destinations

SIDEWALK IMPROVEMENTS - BEAUMARIS
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New sidewalk
New sidewalk and boulevard

SIDEWALK IMPROVEMENTS - BEAUMARIS
We need more feedback...
We heard that you...
The design includes...
• like that the improvements • the addition of new sidewalks
will enhance connections
• potential parking restrictions on one
and make it easier for
side of the road
people to get around the
• two-way traﬃc and one parking lane
neighbourhood
will be maintained on these streets
• have concerns about the
Key changes from the previous concept:
the need for additional
• the addition of a boulevard with
sidewalks in cul-de-sacs
planting along 158 Avenue and 106
Street

What do we want you to think about?
• how people of all ages and abilities will use the
space year round today and in the future
• how people will be getting to key destinations
in the neighbourhood
• the relationship with nearby properties and the
street
• some trees and landscaping may need to be
removed in order to make room for sidewalks
• existing parking usage and patterns
• new sidewalks will need to be maintained
(cleared of snow and ice) by nearby property
owners as per the current Snow and Ice Policy

Improving connectivity by
having viable options to walk,
bike and drive within and
surrounding the neighbourhood.

Does the concept reﬂect the vision and guiding principles?

Why do you like or dislike it?

Is there anything missing?

Creating easy access to
neighbourhood destinations

SHARED-USE PATH IMPROVEMENTS
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Re-constructed shared-use path
New shared-use path
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SHARED-USE PATH IMPROVEMENTS
We heard that you...

The design includes...
• like that the shared-use paths will enhance
• the addition of new and re-contructed shared-use paths
connections and make it easier for people to get
throughout the neighbourhood to make it easier to walk
around the neighbourhood
and bike
• like that the shared-use paths will make better
• other amenities to provide areas for people to rest along
use of existing green space (ie. Green Corridor)
the shared-use paths including seating areas, waste
• like that the shared-use path wil make it easier to
receptacles and lighting (More details on the location of
access sports ﬁelds in Lorelei Park
these amenities are provided in the reﬁned designs)
Key changes from the previous concept:
• removal of the Castle Downs Road shared-use path concept

Does the concept align with our vision and guiding principles?
Yes
No

Why?

Is there anything else we should think about as we ﬁnalize the designs?

GREEN CORRIDOR
Reﬁned design location

Existing condition
Utility corridor from 97 Street looking east

A

Utility corridor from Castle Downs Road
looking west

B

New 3.0m shared-use path

2 New tree and shrub planting

New tree and
shrub planting

New 3.0m shared-use path
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109 Street

165 Avenue

163a Avenue
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163a Avenue

New 3.0m shared-use path

New concrete entry plaza
and feature planting

1 New 3.0m shared-use path

3 New seating area with lighting and feature planting

New waste receptacle

New wayfinding signage

New raised crosswalk
and curb extensions

5 New feature planting

New trees
3

New 3.0m
shared-use path

New seating area with
lighting and feature planting

B

New shrub and
tree planting

163 Avenue

t
100 S

97 Street

reet

N
162a Avenue
1 New 3.0m shared-use path

New wayfinding
signage

4 New off-leash dog

park and dog waste
bag dispenser

2 New shrub and tree planting

New waste receptacle

5 New feature

planting

New concrete entry plaza
New raised crosswalk

Transmission tower (maintain 10m clearance)
Power pole

Note: Feature planting is intended to enhance green space and should
include flowering trees where possible, perennials and annuals.

Designs are subject to approvals and funding.

Design element examples
1

2

3

4

5

GREEN CORRIDOR
We heard that you...
The design includes...
• amenities including lighting, seating and waste receptacles
• like that the shared-use path will increase usage
to make the space safer and more accessible
of the green space and enhance connections
within and surrounding the neighbourhood
• shared-use path to enhance east-to-west connections
• like the dog park because it will be well used, but
• new shrub and tree plantings to beautify the corridor
have concerns that it may be too small as a fenced
• oﬀ-leash dog park to support the corridor as a destination
dog park
Key changes from the previous concept:
• have concerns about traﬃc noise from 97 Street
• the removal of the fence for the dog park as there is an
• want accessible space for people who bike and
exising berm that acts as a natural barrier to 97 Street
walk when crossing the streets that intersect the
green corridor
*Please note that this is a powerline corridor and that requirements and
regulations from Altalink may impact the ﬁnal design.
• believe that lighting needs to be improved

Does the concept align with our vision and guiding principles?
Yes
No

Why?

Is there anything else we should think about as we ﬁnalize the designs?

LORELEI PARK
Reﬁned design location

Existing condition
Lorelei Park

Lorelei Park looking north

New seating area and feature planting
2 Upgraded playground

New curb extensions

New lighting

New raised crosswalk

New wayfinding signage

New raised crosswalk
and curb extensions

109

Str
e

et

103 Street

N
New lighting

5 New shrub

planting

1

3

New 3.0m shared-use path
1

New seating area with
waste receptacles and
feature planting
Reconstructed
shared-use path

New curb extensions
New lighting
1

New 3.0m shared-use path

Designs are subject to approvals and funding.

Design element examples
1

2

3

4

5

LORELEI PARK
We heard that you...
The design includes...
• like that the new east-to-west pathway will • amenities including lighting, seating and waste receptacles
to make the space safer and more accessible
make it easier to access the sports ﬁelds
• new trees and shrubs to beautify the park
• like the seating, lighting, planting, waste
receptacles and the upgraded playground
• an east-to-west shared-use path and reconstructed northto-south shared-use path to enhance connections
• want sight lines to be considered when
planting trees within the park
• curb extensions and raised crosswalks to discourage speeding,
improve sight lines and make it easier to cross the street
• want drainage to be considered for
pathway improvements
• an upgraded playground to support the park as a destination
*Please note that upgrades to the playground would need to be led by
the community.

Key changes from the previous concept:
• the addition of raised crosswalks along 103 Street and 109
Street to make it easier to access the park

Does the concept align with our vision and guiding principles?
Yes
No

Why?

Is there anything else we should think about as we ﬁnalize the designs?

CASTLE DOWNS TO BEAUMARIS LAKE
Reﬁned design location

Existing condition
Existing trail (from Castle Downs Road)
looking east

3

New feature planting

2 Reconstructed shared-use path

Existing private fence

1 New entrance plaza

B

Fire Station

Beaumaris
Lake

wns

e Do
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1

d
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Castle Downs
Transit Centre

2 New 3.0m shared-use path

Vehicle access to private commercial area
New wayfinding signage

Design element examples
1

2

3

Designs are subject to approvals and funding.

CASTLE DOWNS TO BEAUMARIS LAKE
We heard that you...
• like that the improvements will make the
pathway more accessible for users (including
people from the nearby seniors’ living
facility) and will enhance the connection from
Beaumaris Lake to the YMCA on the other side
of Castle Downs Road

The design includes...
• an entrance plaza with plantings to beautify the
connection to Beaumaris Lake
• an extension to the shared-use path along Castle
Downs Road to enhance the connection to Castle
Downs Transit Centre
• a reconstructed shared-use path to enhance the
connection to Beaumaris Lake
Key changes from the previous concept:
• the addition of the extension to the shared-use path to
connect with the Transit Centre

Does the concept align with our vision and guiding principles?
Yes
No

Why?

Is there anything else we should think about as we ﬁnalize the designs?

BEAUMARIS PARK TO BEAUMARIS LAKE
Reﬁned design location

Existing condition
106 Street looking north

Beaumaris Park entrance near 102 Street
looking north

4

Curb extensions

158 Avenue

4

Raised crosswalk
& curb extensions

Beaumaris Park

Decorative crosswalk
& curb extensions

Shared-use path

3

Raised crosswalk
& curb extensions

Beaumaris Road

Beaumaris Lake

1

4 Curb extensions

treet
100 S

155 Avenue
3
4

N

Curb extensions

Raised crosswalk
& curb extensions

4

Curb extensions

102 Street

5

Boulevard with
planting
106 Street

2

3

Curb extensions

Reconstructed shared-use path
New shared-use path
New boulevard area
Wider sidewalk
New boulevard with planting

Designs are subject to approvals and funding.

Existing boulevard with new planting

Design element examples
1
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3

4
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BEAUMARIS PARK TO BEAUMARIS LAKE
We heard that you...
The design includes...
• curb extensions and raised crosswalks to discourage speeding,
• like that the improvements make the area
improve sight lines and make it easier to cross the street
more attractive and well-connected
• boulevard with trees and decorative crosswalks to discourage
• like that the improvements could reduce the
speeding and provide a more welcoming entrance to
amount of crime near the lake by making it a
Beaumaris Lake
more welcoming space
• like the decorative crossing and boulevard trees • a reconstructed shared-use path to enhance connections
to enhance the entrance to Beaumaris Lake
Key changes from the previous concept:
• have concerns about the removal of parking
• the addition of curb extensions at 158 Avenue and 100 Street
in front of Beaumaris Lake access
*Please note that amenities like lighting, seating and waste receptacles are being
considered near the lake through the Beaumaris Lake Rehabilitation Project.

Does the concept align with our vision and guiding principles?
Yes
No

Why?

Is there anything else we should think about as we ﬁnalize the designs?

BEAUMARIS ROAD - EAST
Reﬁned design location

Existing condition
Beaumaris Road looking north

109
Stre
et

Beaumaris Road looking southeast

3

Raised crosswalk
& curb extensions
d
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sR
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aum
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1

Shared-use path
5

Beaumaris Lake

nue
Ave
158

Decorative crosswalk
& curb extensions

Beaumaris Road
Commercial Hub

Reduced road width
Section

106 Street

Property Line

Face of Curb

P

Section

2

Boulevard with
planting

5

Decorative crosswalk
& curb extensions

1

Property Line

Property Line

PROPOSED

Sidewalk

N

Planting

P

Planting

P

Shared-use path

Planting Sidewalk

P

Beaumaris Road

Sidewalk Planting

Centre Line

Face of Curb

Property Line

EXISTING

3

Raised crosswalk
& curb extensions

155 Avenue
4

Sidewalk

Curb extensions

Reconstructed shared-use path
New shared-use path
New boulevard area
Wider sidewalk
New boulevard with planting

153 Avenue

Designs are subject to approvals and funding.

Design element examples
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4
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BEAUMARIS ROAD - WEST
Reﬁned design location

Existing condition
Beaumaris Road looking east

2

Beaumaris Road near Lorelei School
looking west

Curb extensions
New shared-use path

Curb extensions

2

109 Str

eet

1

Beaumari

Bishop Savaryn
School

s Road

2

Curb extensions

109
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eet

reet

112 St

2

Curb extensions

2
2

Curb extensions

Curb extensions
158 Avenue

Beaumaris Lake

Peggy Holmes
Park

N
Reconstructed shared-use path
New shared-use path
New boulevard area
Wider sidewalk

Designs are subject to approvals and funding.

Design element examples
1

2

BEAUMARIS ROAD
We heard that you...
• like the boulevard with trees to beautify the street
• like the curb extensions and raised crosswalks to
discourage speeding and improve safety for people
who walk
• have concerns that the curb extensions will make
the road too narrow and impact winter maintenance
• have concerns about limiting driveway access along
Beaumaris Road south of 155 Avenue
• want crossing improvements at the Beaumaris
Road and 155 Avenue intersection

The design includes...
• a wider grassy boulevard and reduced road width to
discourage speeding and create a larger natural buﬀer
between the sidewalk and street
• curb extensions and a raised crosswalk to improve
sight lines and make it easier to cross the street
• a decorative crosswalk near 158 Avenue to support the
commercial hub as a destination
• a wider sidewalk on both sides of the street to make it
easier for people who walk to get around
Key changes from the previous concept:
• the removal of the proposed rehabilitated entrance signage
*Please note that the redesign of Beaumaris Road will not limit driveway
access and will ensure suﬃcient road widths are provided.

Does the concept align with our vision and guiding principles?
Yes
No

Why?

Is there anything else we should think about as we ﬁnalize the designs?

109 STREET CORRIDOR
Reﬁned design locations

Existing condition
109 Street looking south

109 Street looking north
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Curb extensions
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Reconstructed shared-use path
New shared-use path
164 Avenue

New boulevard area

2

Wider sidewalk

Design element examples

Curb extensions
Green Corridor

1

New shared-use path

1

3

Raised crosswalk
& curb extensions

163a Avenue

Curb extensions
109
Str
eet

2

2

Mary Butterworth
School

Lorelei Park
162a Avenue

3

2

1

Curb extensions

New shared-use path

Bishop Savaryn
School
Beaumari
s Road
2

Curb extensions

Designs are subject to approvals and funding.

109 STREET CORRIDOR
We heard that you...
• have concerns about speeding along 109 Street
• have concerns about safety for people crossing
the street

The design includes...
• curb extensions and a raised crosswalk to
discourage speeding, improve sight lines and make
it easier to cross the street
• a new sidewalk between 164 Street and 165 Street
to enhance connections and make it easier to
get around
Key changes from the previous concept:
• the addition of a raised crosswalk along 109 Street to
cross the green corridor

Does the concept align with our vision and guiding principles?
Yes
No

Why?

Is there anything else we should think about as we ﬁnalize the designs?

97 STREET SHARED-USE PATH
CONNECTION
Reﬁned design location

Existing condition
97 Street near Castle Downs Road
looking southwest

A

97 Street looking west

Castle Downs Road

Castle Downs Road
2 New shrub planting

A

New wayfinding signage

Shared-use path

97 Street

1

97 Street

1

New 3.0m
shared-use path

N

162 Street

B
1

Green Corridor

New 3.0m
shared-use path

2 New shrub planting

97 Street

New entry &
wayfinding signage

160 Avenue

97 Street

N

B
160 Avenue

Designs are subject to further technical review, approvals and funding.

Design element examples
N

New shared-use path
Re-constructed shared-use path
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2

97 STREET SHARED-USE PATH
CONNECTION
We heard that you...
The design includes...
• like that the path improves walkability and makes it
• shared-use path along the west side of 97 Street
easier and safer for people to walk, bike and stay active
to enhance the connection
• believe that the shared-use path should be extended
• entry features and wayﬁnding signage at 97 Street
south of 160 Avenue on the west side of 97 Street
and 160 Avenue to improve the look of the entrance
Key changes from the previous concept:
• the addition of a shared-use path connection to 97
Street near 162 Avenue
*Please note that the shared-use path could not be extended to the
south of 160 Avenue due to technical constraints. It also may not
be possible to connect the shared-use path to 97 Street near 162
Avenue due to technical constraints. This section is currently under
review and an update will be provided at the next public event.

Does the concept align with our vision and guiding principles?
Yes
No

Why?

Is there anything else we should think about as we ﬁnalize the designs?

164 AVENUE AND 103 STREET DESIGN
Reﬁned design location

Existing condition
Commercial Hub (Stirling Shopping Center)
looking east

103 Street looking north

Reduced road width
Section

B

Sidewalk

Sidewalk

P

P

Property Line

Back of Walk

Face of Curb

Centre Line

Face of Curb

Av
164

Back of Walk

e
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Curb extensions

1

Property Line

EXISTING

Commercial Hub
PROPOSED

2

Centre Line

Raised crosswalk
& curb extensions

Sidewalk Planting

103 Street

Lorelei School

P

N

P

Sidewalk

Reconstructed shared-use path
New shared-use path
New boulevard area

3

Shared-use path

Wider sidewalk
New sidewalk

Lorelei Park

1

Property Line

Shared-use path
Property Line

3

New boulevard with planting and
parking restriction

P

Curb extensions

P
3

Section

Shared-use path

P
4

P

161 Avenue

New boulevard with trees

Designs are subject to approvals and funding.

Design element examples
1

2

3

4

164 AVENUE AND 103 STREET DESIGN
We heard that you...
The design includes...
• believe that access should be improved to the
• curb extensions and a raised crosswalks to discourage
commercial hub and other key destinations in
speeding, improve sight lines and make it easier to cross the
the neighbourhood
street, especially near Lorelei School
• like the curb extensions to discourage
• boulevard with trees and reduced road width to decrease
speeding and improve safety
speeding and beautify the street
• 2.5 m wide sidewalk in front of Lorelei School to enhance
the connection
• parking restrictions along the south side of the road to
maintain two-way travel
Key changes from the previous concept:
• the removal of curb extensions at 164 Avenue and 102 Street
• the removal of the decorative crosswalk at 164 Avenue and
103 Street
*Please note additional improvements may be undertaken for the
commercial hub through other City programs.

Does the concept align with our vision and guiding principles?
Yes
No

Why?

Is there anything else we should think about to ﬁnalize the design?

100 STREET IMPROVEMENTS
Reﬁned design location

Existing condition
100 Street looking south

100 Street looking north

Castle Downs Road

nue

165 Ave
1

Curb extensions

1

100

1

Shared-use path
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Curb extensions

163 Avenue

Curb extensions

Green Corridor
2

N

New shared-use path

Reconstructed shared-use path
New shared-use path

1

New boulevard area
Wider sidewalk

Curb extensions

97 Street
Corridor

162 Avenue

Design element examples
1

Curb extensions

1

161 Avenue

2

160 Avenue

158 Avenue
1

Curb extensions

2

Shared-use path

Designs are subject to approvals and funding.

100 STREET IMPROVEMENTS
We heard that you...
The design includes...
• have concerns about speeding along 100 Street and • curb extensions to improve sight lines and
traﬃc safety at the 158 Avenue intersection
discourage speeding and make it easier to cross
the street
• re-constructed and new shared use paths to
enhance connections
Key changes from the previous concept:
• the addition of curb extensions along 100 Street at
165 Avenue, 162 Avenue and 158 Avenue

Does the concept align with our vision and guiding principles?
Yes
No

Why?

Is there anything else we should think about as we ﬁnalize the designs?

CONSTRUCTION

n

What does the city need to consider or be aware of during construction? Do you have any questions about construction?
Please use a sticky note to share your comments/questions.
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LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROCESS

n

Decorative Street Lights
As part of neighbourhood renewal, the community has the option to
DECIDE on and pay for an upgrade to decorative street lights. As an
upgrade from the standard galvanized street lights, decorative street
lights have features that include colour, pole styles, pole arm type and
luminaire options.
The community submitted an Expression of Interest for decorative
street lights in early June 2019. The submission included the following
design elements:

E

E

Decorative Arm:
Heritage

Pole Style:
Octagonal

Pole Colour:
Black

Luminaire:
Renaissance

The City sent out an Expression of Interest (EOI) package containing
estimated costs for the upgrades to decorative street lighting to
registered property owners in September 2019. The package included
a form with a yes or no indication for responses. Property owners have
until November 20, 2019 to respond to the form.
For more information please see the welcome table or visit the
following website: www.edmonton.ca/DecorativeStreetlights
Sidewalk Reconstruction
The community will also have the opportunity to DECIDE on sidewalk
reconstruction. A notice will be sent out four to six weeks prior to
construction with more information.

E

No Upgrade
Standard Street Light

Upgrade Option
Decorative Street Light
(Please note that this example does not include
the renaissance luminaire, which is included in
the the Expression of Interest for Lorelei)

E

NEXT STEPS
The next steps for renewal in Lorelei and Beaumaris will include deciding on
the local improvement for decorative street lights, ﬁnalizing the designs and
preparing for construction. We will share the ﬁnal designs with you in early
2020 and will gather feedback on construction. We will also provide the
opportunity to make a decision on sidewalk reconstruction at this time.

n
Please use a sticky note to share any ﬁnal remarks.

The future opportunities to engage include:
• Decorative Street Lights Expression of Interest Form
• Submission Deadline of November 20, 2019
• Lorelei Pre-Construction Public Event - Early 2020
• Beaumaris Pre-Construction Public Event - Early 2021

E

E

Thank you for your input!
For more information on neighbourhood renewal including future
opportunities to engage, and to sign up for our email subscriber list,
please visit: edmonton.ca/BuildingLoreleiBeaumaris
E

E

